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Abstract—Building on a recent effort that combines a first-prin-
ciples approach to modeling router-level connectivity with a more
pragmatic use of statistics and graph theory, we show in this paper
that for the Internet, an improved understanding of its physical in-
frastructure is possible by viewing the physical connectivity as an
annotated graph that delivers raw connectivity and bandwidth to
the upper layers in the TCP/IP protocol stack, subject to practical
constraints (e.g., router technology) and economic considerations
(e.g., link costs). More importantly, by relying on data from Abi-
lene, a Tier-1 ISP, and the Rocketfuel project, we provide empirical
evidence in support of the proposed approach and its consistency
with networking reality. To illustrate its utility, we: 1) show that
our approach provides insight into the origin of high variability
in measured or inferred router-level maps; 2) demonstrate that it
easily accommodates the incorporation of additional objectives of
network design (e.g., robustness to router failure); and 3) discuss
how it complements ongoing community efforts to reverse-engi-
neer the Internet.
Index Terms—Degree-based generators, heuristically optimal
topology, network design, network topology, router configuration,
topology metrics.
I. INTRODUCTION
ADETAILED understanding of the many facets of theInternet’s multiscale structure is fundamental to many
important network research problems. These include evalu-
ating the performance of networking protocols, assessing the
effectiveness of proposed techniques to protect the network
from nefarious intrusions and attacks, and developing im-
proved designs for resource provisioning. In each case, there
is a need for realistic models of Internet topology at different
levels of detail or scale. For example, when evaluating the
performance of next-generation congestion-control protocols,
annotated models of topology that reflect IP-level connectivity
and include link bandwidths and buffer sizes may be sufficient.
However, a more detailed description of the underlying physical
structure (including, for example, not only link bandwidths
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but also node/router capacities) may be required for assessing
network vulnerability to physical attacks, for planning the
expansion of network capacity, or for reassessing the efficiency
of an existing infrastructure in light of new technological
advances. Other problems may necessitate different levels
of abstraction altogether, with higher layers of the TCP/IP
protocol stack defining their own and increasingly more vir-
tual network topologies. For instance, when investigating the
behavior of inter-domain routing protocols, it is often more
important to focus on annotated models of logical Internet
connectivity at the level of Autonomous Systems (ASes) that
reflect AS peering relationships and routing policies than on
the physical connectivity within an AS. At an even higher layer,
the connectivity structure defined by documents (nodes) and
hyperlinks (connections) in the WWW is essentially uncon-
strained, largely separate from the physical connectivity, and of
practical importance for evaluating the performance of search
algorithms or engines.
Since the Internet is a collection of thousands of smaller net-
works, each under its own administrative control, there is no
single place from which one can obtain a complete picture of its
topology. Also, the fear of losing competitive advantage has pro-
vided a strong disincentive for network owners and operators to
share topology information. Thus, because direct inspection of
the network is generally not possible, the task of “discovering”
the Internet’s topology has been left to researchers who have
attempted to infer its structure using both empirical and theo-
retic approaches. Experimentalists have developed more or less
sophisticated methods to reverse-engineer topological features
and structures from appropriate network measurements [17],
[25], [35], [36]. At the same time, a more theoretical approach
has focused on exploiting phenomenological and graph-theo-
retic descriptions of large-scale network structure and evalu-
ating the ability of synthetic topology generators to reproduce
them [13], [27], [29], [45]. Section II provides a brief account
of these approaches and of related work. However, each of these
approaches suffers because the multitude of potentially relevant
network properties makes it difficult to assess what features ei-
ther characterize or are most essential to network structure and
behavior. On the one hand, the elaborate nature of the network
protocol suite means that there are many possible measurements
that can be made, each having its own strengths, weaknesses,
and idiosyncrasies, and each resulting in a potentially distinct
view of the network topology. On the other hand, there are a va-
riety of distinctly different graph generation methods that might
give rise to the same large-scale statistics, but some of the re-
sulting models may be purely descriptive, with no network-in-
trinsic meaning whatsoever.
1063-6692/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE
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In this paper, we discuss a concrete and complementary ap-
proach to Internet topology modeling that explicitly accounts
for the inevitable tradeoff between model complexity and fi-
delity. We build on recent work by Li et al. [26] (see also Doyle
et al. [19]) who considered a first-principles approach to mod-
eling Internet topology at the router level. More precisely, since
for router-level related issues such as performance, reliability,
and robustness to component loss, the physical connectivity be-
tween routers is more important than the virtual connectivity as
defined by the higher layers of the protocol stack (e.g., MPLS,
IP), when referring in the following to router-level connectivity,
we always mean Layer 2, especially when the distinction be-
tween Layer 2 versus Layer 3 issues is important for the purpose
of illuminating the nature of the actual router-level connectivity
(i.e., node degree) and its physical constraints. While in the fol-
lowing our focus is always on single ISPs or ASes, we observe
that the latter form the Internet’s fundamental building blocks
that are designed largely in isolation and then connected ac-
cording to both engineering and business considerations to yield
the Internet’s global router-level connectivity. Finally, the no-
tion of “first-principles approach” refers to a systematic attempt
at distilling from the seemingly endless list of potentially rele-
vant technological, economic, or other features and design ob-
jectives those that are most essential to a solid understanding of
the intrinsic fundamentals of network topology. By identifying a
set of minimal functional requirements and physical constraints,
Li et al. [26] demonstrated how to develop simple models of the
Internet’s router-level topology that are simultaneously illustra-
tive, insightful, and consistent with engineering reality.
Besides summarizing and elaborating in Section III on this
first-principles approach to understanding Internet topology
structure, the main focus of this paper is on providing additional
empirical evidence in support of the engineering aspects of the
proposed approach and its consistency with networking reality.
To this end, we consider in Section IV carefully designed
state-of-the-art educational networks like Abilene as well as a
number commercial networks that are operated by Tier-1 ISPs.
These have experienced dramatic growth during the last decade,
and they typically accommodate a range of different network
technologies, from legacy ATM networks to the latest optical
networking technology. We rely on measurements that are ei-
ther publicly available and exact (e.g., Abilene), proprietary and
exact but having some level of aggregation/anonymization (i.e.,
a Tier-1 ISP), or publicly available and only approximate (e.g.,
Rocketfuel-derived router-level maps [35]). The picture that
emerges from analyzing these different types of measurements
reveals that the proposed first-principles approach captures key
features of the observed or inferred router-level connectivity of
today’s Internet and is in stark contrast to existing alternative
approaches to Internet topology modeling that favor random
constructions that reproduce large-scale statistical connectivity
features over the functional requirements and physical con-
straints that dominate networking reality.
The implications for networking theory and practice of
the first-principles approach advocated in this paper are
far-reaching, and some of them are discussed in detail in
Section V. For example, we show that as the name suggests,
this first-principles approach can easily incorporate new design
objectives, such as robustness to router failures. Indeed, making
this objective part of our heuristic network design described in
Section III requires minimally adding some link redundancy
and incorporating a simple abstraction of IP routing to ac-
count for the feedback mechanism by which the real network
“sees damage and works around it.” Illustrating this in the
context of the toy networks considered in Section III reveals
the specious nature of the sensational “Achilles’ heel” claim
for the Internet that originated with the scale-free network
modeling approach popular with physicists [3]. We also illus-
trate how the first-principles approach complements ongoing
measurement based efforts to reverse-engineer the Internet
[36], thus providing a natural means to integrate these efforts
with the development of next-generation topology generators
capable of creating “realistic, yet fictitious” representations
of annotated Internet connectivity maps at different levels of
detail. We conclude in Section VI by discussing the benefits
and shortcomings of the proposed first-principles approach,
along with an outlook for future topology modeling.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The development of abstract, yet informed, models for
network topology evaluation and generation has been largely
empirical in nature. For example, the first popular topology gen-
erator to be used for networking simulation was the Waxman
model [42], which is a variation of the classical Erdös–Rényi
random graph [20]. Motivated by the general observation that
long-range links are expensive, this model places nodes at
random in a two-dimensional space and adds links probabilis-
tically between each pair of nodes in a manner that is inversely
proportional to their distance. However, the use of this type of
random graph model was soon abandoned in favor of models
that explicitly introduce nonrandom structure, particularly
hierarchy and locality, as part of the network design [8], [18],
[46]. The argument for this type of approach was based on the
fact that an inspection of real networks shows that they are
clearly not random but do exhibit certain obvious hierarchical
features. This approach further argued that a topology gener-
ator should reflect the design principles in common use. For
example, in order to achieve desired performance objectives,
the network must have certain connectivity and redundancy
requirements, properties which are not guaranteed in random
network topologies. These principles were integrated into the
Georgia Tech Internetwork Topology Models (GT-ITM).
These structural topology generators were the standard
models until significant efforts by the networking community
provided further insight into the large-scale statistical proper-
ties of Internet-specific topologies [17], [22], [25], [33], [35],
[38]. These studies have typically focused on statistics related
to the connectivity of network components, whether they be
machines in the router-level graph [25] or entire subnetworks
or ASes in the AS-level graph [11], [23]. A particular feature of
network connectivity that has attracted considerable attention is
the prevalence of heavy-tailed distributions in node degree (i.e.,
number of connections) and whether or not these heavy-tailed
distributions conform to power-law distributions [13], [22],
[33], [29], [30]. For example, power-law node degree distri-
butions figure prominently in the so-called scale-free network
models [5], which have been a popular theme in the study of
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complex networks, particularly among researchers inspired by
statistical physics [2], [31], [32]. This macroscopic statistic not
only captures in a parsimonious manner a prominent feature of
many real-world networks, namely that most nodes have very
few connections and a few nodes have lots of connections, but it
has also greatly influenced the recent generation and evaluation
of network topologies. In the current environment, node degree
distributions and other large-scale statistics are popular metrics
for evaluating how representative a given topology is [39],
and proposed topology generators are often evaluated on the
basis of whether or not they can reproduce the same types of
macroscopic statistics, especially power law-type node degree
distributions [7]. Since the GT-ITM topology generators fail to
produce power laws in node degree, they have recently been
abandoned in favor of a new class of degree-based generators
(see [26] for a partial list) that explicitly replicate these ob-
served statistics.1
The popularity of these generators notwithstanding, this em-
phasis on power-law node degree distributions and the resulting
efforts to generate and explain them with the help of newly de-
veloped models have not gone without criticism [19], [43]–[45].
Nevertheless, in the absence of concrete examples of alternate
models, degree-based methods have remained popular represen-
tations for large-scale Internet structure. However, recent work
reported in [26] has shown that the perspective offered from the
recent degree-based models is both incomplete and can some-
times be misleading or even flawed. For one, there exist many
different graphs having the same node degree distribution, some
of which may be considered opposites from the viewpoint of
network engineering. Furthermore, as discussed in detail in [27],
there are a variety of distinctly different random graph models
that might give rise to a given degree distribution, and some of
these models may have no network-intrinsic meaning whatso-
ever. In spirit, this work delivered for degree-based networks a
similar message as [46] did for the random graph-type models
[42] that were popular with networking researchers in the early
1990s. While [46] identified and commented on the inherent
limitations of the various constructs involving Erdös–Rényi-
type random graphs, [26] points toward similar shortcomings
and unrealistic features when working with probabilistic de-
gree-based graphs.
III. A FIRST PRINCIPLES APPROACH
In essence, the first-principles approach developed in [26]
starts out by asking the question “what really matters when it
comes to topology construction?” and concludes that for the In-
ternet, significant progress can be made by thinking of the phys-
ical topology as well-modeled by an annotated graph, with the
basic functional requirement of delivering raw connectivity and
bandwidth to the higher layers in the TCP/IP protocol stack, sub-
ject to simple constraints imposed by the available hardware and
the economics of network design. Following closely the pre-
sentation in [26], we show that when combined with a more
pragmatic view of statistics and graph theory, this approach is
capable of providing a perspective that is consistent both with
1See however a comment by E. Zegura on router-level topology modeling at
http://www.caida.org/analysis/topology/router-level-topology.xml
Fig. 1. Technology constraint for Cisco 12416 Gigabit Switch Router (GSR):
feasible configuration region as of June 2002. Each point on the plot corresponds
to a different combination of physical interface cards and interfaces for the
same router. This router has 15 available line card slots. When the router is
configured to have less than 15 connections, throughput per degree is limited
by the line-card maximum speed (10 Gb/s) and the total bandwidth increases
with the number of connections. When the number of connections is greater
than 15, the total router bandwidth decreases as the total number of connections
increases, up to a maximum of 120 possible connections for this router.
observed measurements and the engineering principles at work
in network design.
A. Practical Constraints
A key challenge in using large-scale statistical features to
characterize something as complex as the topology of an ISP or
the Internet as a whole is that it is difficult to understand the ex-
tent to which any particular observed feature is “fundamental”
to its structure. Here, we consider a complementary approach
for thinking about network topology, in which we explore some
of the practical constraints and tradeoffs at work in the construc-
tion of real networks.
1) Networking Technology: A closer look at the physical
topology of the Internet reveals that the underlying router tech-
nology constraints are a significant force shaping network con-
nectivity. Based on the technology used in the cross-connection
fabric of the router itself, a router has a maximum number of
packets that can be processed in any unit of time. This means
that there is an inherent tradeoff between the number of phys-
ical link connections (i.e., node degree) and connection speeds
(i.e., bandwidth) at each router.
Most high-speed routers are designed in a modular fashion
such that the router’s chassis (containing the cross-connection
fabric) is independent from individual physical interface cards
(PICs), each of which must be installed on the chassis via one of
a finite number of slots. Each PIC will have one or more ports
that provide the interface for an individual physical cable. In
this manner, the configuration of a router is defined in terms of
the quantity and type of PICs that are installed, and the possible
number of physical connections on a router is therefore limited
by its number of slots and the port density of available PICs.
Thus, a router can have a few high bandwidth connections or
many low bandwidth connections (or some combination in be-
tween), and this type of conservation law can be represented
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Fig. 2. Left: aggregate picture of feasible configuration region for different router technologies. In addition to the Cisco 12416 GSR, the configuration region for
the Cisco 7600 wide area network (WAN) aggregation router is also shown along with routing products that support DSL, broadband cable, and dialup aggregation.
Right: degree-bandwidth configurations supported by core routers, access routers, and edge technologies. The choice of these particular products is meant to be
representative, not comprehensive. Of note for the consumer market, the shared access technology for broadband cable provides service comparable to DSL when
the total number of users is about 100, but can only provide service equivalent to dialup when the number of users is about 2000.
in terms of a “feasible configuration region” of possible band-
width-degree combinations for each router.2
Fig. 1 shows the feasible configuration region for the Cisco
12416 GSR, which is one of the most expensive and highest
bandwidth routers available from a 2002 Cisco product catalog
[41]. Note that because of minimum line speeds (e.g., 100 Mb/s)
on available PICs, the feasible configuration region defines both
an upper and lower bound on bandwidth-degree combinations.
We often refer to the upper bound of the feasible region as the
“efficient frontier” since it represents router configurations that
have maximized some bandwidth-degree tradeoff. While it is
always possible to configure the router so that it falls below the
efficient frontier (thereby under-utilizing the router capacity), it
is not possible to exceed this frontier (e.g., by having many high
bandwidth connections). Although engineers are constantly
expanding the efficient frontier with the development of new
routing technologies (i.e., higher switching capacity in the
chassis, faster ports on individual PICs, or PICs with higher
port-density), each particular router model will have a frontier
representing its feasible region. Network architects are faced
with tradeoffs between capacity and cost in selecting a router
chassis and the corresponding interface cards that configure it.
Until new technology shifts the frontier, the only way to create
throughput beyond the feasible region is to build networks of
routers.3
The current Internet is populated with many different router
models, each using potentially different technologies and each
having their own feasible configuration region. However, these
2Our convention throughout this paper is to compute total router bandwidth
as the sum of bandwidth for installed PICs. While router vendors tend to count
the bandwidth of PICs twice (since they support duplex traffic), we believe our
approach is more transparent, and it does not change the analysis or its impli-
cations.
3Recent product announcements from router manufacturers such as Juniper
Networks, Avici Systems, and Cisco Systems suggest that the latest trend in
technology development is to build scalable multi-rack routers that do exactly
this. However, it remains to be seen whether or not the economics (including
configuration and management) for these products will enable their wide de-
ployment in the Internet.
technologies are still constrained in their overall ability to
tradeoff total bandwidth and number of connections. Fig. 2
presents a simplified picture of the feasible configuration re-
gions for several different types of routing products in common
use and provides a summary of the underlying data that support
the different configurations. In addition to the Cisco 12416
GSR (intended here to represent the class of core routers), we
present the possible degree-bandwidth configurations for the
Cisco 7600 series aggregation router (intended here to represent
the class of access routers) as well as several common edge
technologies (DSL, broadband cable, and dial-up). While we
will discuss the implication for each of these product groups
in subsequent sections, the message here is that these router
products naturally specialize into a few different “roles” which
in turn can be understood in terms of their feasible configu-
ration regions. Core routers like the Cisco 12416 GSR tend
to specialize in supporting the highest available link speeds
(but can only handle a relatively few such connections), while
access routers like the Cisco 7600 are designed to support
many more connections (but at necessarily lower speeds). Edge
technologies are somewhat different in their underlying design,
since their intention is to support significantly more end users
at fixed (DSL, dialup) or variable (cable) speeds. Details of
the technologies in use at the network edge and their impact
on network design can be found from [4]. Collectively, these
individual constraints form an overall aggregate constraint on
available topology design.
2) Economics of Network Design: Besides technological
considerations affecting router use and configuration, another
key factor affecting network topology concerns the economic
considerations of network design and deployment, which are
mainly driven by customer demands and ultimately direct the
types of technologies that are developed for use by network
providers. For example, the cost of installing and operating
physical links in a network can dominate the cost of the overall
infrastructure, and since these costs tend to increase with link
distance, there is strong practical incentive to design wired
networks such that they can support traffic using the fewest
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number of links. The ability to share costs via multiplexing
is a fundamental driver underlying the design of networking
technologies, and the availability of these technologies enables
a network topology in which traffic is aggregated at all levels
of network hierarchy, from its periphery up to its core.
The development of these technologies has similarly fol-
lowed the demands of customers, for whom there is high
variability in the willingness to pay for network bandwidths.
As of 2004, nearly half of all users of the Internet in North
America still had dial-up connections (generally 56 kb/s), a
similar number had broadband access (256 kb/s–6 Mb/s), and
only a small number of users had large ( 10 Gb/s) bandwidth
requirements [4]. Again, the cost-effective handling of such
diverse end user traffic requires that aggregation take place as
close to the edge as possible and is explicitly supported by a
common feature that these edge technologies have, namely a
special ability to support high connectivity in order to aggregate
end user traffic before sending it toward the core. Based on the
high variability in population density, it is not only plausible but
somewhat expected that there exists high variability in network
connectivity. However, the latter is by and large due to the con-
nectivity observed at the network’s edge and cannot possibly be
the result of the connectivity pattern typically encountered in
the network core. Note that all that matters for this discussion
is the notion of high variability in network connectivity, and
whether or not the latter satisfies some power-law rank-size
relationship is irrelevant, though it will be interesting to verify
this as well by analyzing accurate ISP backbone networks.
B. Functional Requirements
The primary purpose for building a network is to provide con-
nectivity and to carry effectively a projected overall traffic de-
mand. This observation yields at once two very different met-
rics for comparing networks that are the same in some respects
(e.g., number of nodes and/or links, node degree sequence),
but possibly very different otherwise. On the one hand, we de-
fine a metric for network performance that allows for an en-
gineering-based comparison for how different networks handle
one and the same traffic demand. On the other hand, we con-
sider network likelihood, a strictly graph-theoretic metric that
requires no annotated graph but can be computed for any net-
work for which connectivity information is available.
1) A Performance-Inspired Topology Metric: Consider
a network that is simple (i.e., having no loops or parallel
edges), connected, and whose links and nodes are annotated
and specify link bandwidth and router type. We define network
performance as the maximum throughput of under a gravity
model of end user traffic demands [47], subject to some router
degree-bandwidth constraints. That is, we consider flows on all
source-destination pairs of edge routers, such that the amount
of flow between source and destination is proportional
to the product of the traffic demand , at end points ,
, , where is some constant, and is otherwise
uncorrelated from all other flows. Our performance measure
for a given network is then its maximum throughput
with gravity flows, computed as
where is a vector obtained by stacking all the flows
; is the routing matrix obtained using standard shortest
path routing and defined such that or 0 depending on
whether or not flow passes through router ; and is the vector
consisting of all router degree-bandwidths constraints as given,
for example, in Fig. 1.
For each network , as a by-product of computing ,
we also obtain the total traffic flow through each router, which
we term router utilization, as well as the set of bandwidths that
are actually delivered to the end users of the network, which
we call the end user bandwidth distribution. Both quantities
can be viewed as auxiliary engineering-related performance
metrics, indicating on the one hand how efficient or inefficient
each router in the network is used and measuring on the other
hand the ability of a network to support “realistic” end user
demands. For real ISPs, the objective is clearly not to maximize
throughput or router utilization, but to provide some service
level guarantees (e.g., reliability). However, our intent here is to
evaluate the raw carrying capacity of selected topologies under
reasonable global traffic demands, and we avoid modeling the
more detailed traffic patterns needed to formulate the objectives
of real ISPs. To this end, assuming that the bandwidth demand
at a router is proportional to the aggregated demand of any end
hosts connected to it, the utilization of the high-end routers
tends to be high. While other choices (e.g., choosing the traffic
demand between routers as the product of their degrees as in
[24]) yield different router utilization, the resulting performance
values are qualitatively similar.
2) A Likelihood-Related Topology Metric: Here, we con-
sider a graph-theoretic metric in order to differentiate between
raw connectivity structures modeled by simple and connected
graphs having the same vertex set and the same degree
distribution, or equivalently, the same vertex degree sequence
, where denotes the degree of vertex .
Consider the metric , where
represents the set of edges (with if there is an edge
between vertices and ). We define the network likelihood of
as the normalized metric
where is the maximum value of among all ,
the set of all simple connected graphs (i.e., no self-loops or par-
allel edges) with vertex set and given node degree sequence
. Note that graphs with high values are those
with high-degree vertices connected to other high-degree ver-
tices and low-degree vertices connected to low-degree vertices.
Conversely, graphs with high-degree vertices connected to
low-degree vertices have necessarily lower values. Thus,
there is an explicit relationship between graphs with high
values and graphs having a “hub-like” core (i.e., high connec-
tivity vertices forming a cluster in the center of the network). By
exploiting this connection, it can be shown that the exact
graph can be explicitly constructed (for details of this construc-
tion and a formal proof that it yields an graph, see [27]).
A particularly appealing feature of the metric is that it al-
lows for a more traditional interpretation as (relative) likelihood
associated with the general model of random graphs (GRG) with
a given expected degree sequence considered in [14]. In fact,
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defining the (relative) likelihood of a graph as the log-
arithm of the probability of that graph under the GRG model, the
latter is shown in [27] to be proportional to , which in turn
justifies our interpretation of the metric as relative likeli-
hood of . However, for the purpose of this paper, we
simply use the metric to differentiate between networks
having one and the same degree sequence and refer to [27] for a
more detailed account of how this metric relates to graph prop-
erties such as “self-similar” or “self-dissimilar,” “assortative” or
“disassortative,” and “scale-free” or “scale-rich.”
C. Heuristically Optimal Topologies (HOT)
By combining the technological and economic design issues
that apply to the network core and the network edge, respec-
tively, we obtain a consistent story with regard to the forces that
appear to govern the build-out and provisioning of the ISPs’
core networks: market demands, link costs, and hardware con-
straints. The tradeoffs that an ISP has to make between what is
technologically feasible versus economically sensible can be ex-
pected to yield router-level connectivity maps where individual
link bandwidths tend to increase while the degree of connec-
tivity tends to decrease as one moves from the network edge to
its core. To a first approximation, core routers tend to be fast
(have high capacity), but have only a few high-speed connec-
tions; and edge routers are typically slower overall, but have
many low-speed connections. Put differently, long-haul links
within the core tend to be relatively few in numbers but their
capacity is typically high.
Thus, the proposed first-principles approach suggests that
a reasonably “good” design for an ISP network is one in
which the core is constructed as a sparsely connected mesh
of high-speed, low-connectivity routers which carry heavily
aggregated traffic over high-bandwidth links. Accordingly, this
mesh-like core is supported by a hierarchical tree-like structure
at the edges whose purpose is to aggregate traffic through high
connectivity. We refer to this design as heuristically optimal
topology (HOT) to reflect its consistency with real design
considerations as well as its direct relationship with the Highly
Optimized Tolerance approach proposed by Carlson and Doyle
[9], or its close relative, the Heuristically Optimized Tradeoffs
approach considered by Fabrikant et al. [21]. For the purposes
of this paper, such heuristic HOT constructions are appropriate,
as it is important to underscore that our results do not depend
on designs being formally optimal, which is unlikely to occur
in practice. Instead, we argue that any sensible network design
process with minimally realistic assumptions would produce
something qualitatively similar.
D. Comparing Different Network Topologies
To illustrate that the first-principles approach to modeling the
Internet’s router-level topology yields networks that are quali-
tatively as well as quantitatively different from currently con-
sidered models and capable of capturing key engineering objec-
tives underlying network design, we consider five toy networks.
They represent different methods for generating models of phys-
ical Internet connectivity, and they are similar in the sense that
they all have one and the same node degree sequence, which
happens to be of the power-law type. We show that while some
of them appear deceivingly similar from a view that considers
only graph theoretic properties, their vastly different structural
features become all but too apparent when viewed from a per-
formance-oriented perspective.
1) Five Representative Toy Networks: Fig. 3 depicts five
networks constructed explicitly to have the same node degree
sequence:4
(a) The power-law type degree sequence of all five networks.
(b) A graph constructed from Preferential Attachment (PA):
nodes are added successively and connected to the ex-
isting graph with probability proportional to each ex-
isting node’s current degree.
(c) A construction based on the General Random Graph
(GRG) method: we use the degree sequence of the
PA network as the expected node degree to generate
a random graph using the GRG method [14] and then
fine-tune it (e.g., we add additional degree-one edge
nodes) in the sense of [39] to obtain the proper degree
distribution.
(d) Heuristically Optimal Topology (HOT): we use a
heuristic, nonrandom, degree-preserving rewiring of the
links and routers in the PA graph to produce a network
having a mesh-like core with hierarchical aggregation
from the edge to the core.
(e) Abilene-Inspired Topology. Inspired by the actual Abi-
lene network (to be discussed in Section IV-A), we use
its core and obtain a HOT Abilene-like network by re-
placing each of its customer and peer networks with a
single gateway router supporting the right number of end
hosts to yield the desired node degree distribution.
(f) Sub-optimal Topology. For the purposes of comparison,
we include a heuristically designed network that has been
intentionally constructed to have poor performance.
Details about the construction of each graph are available in
[26], however, what is more important here are the networks and
their different features, not the process or particular algorithm
that generated them.
2) The Versus Plane: Before projecting each
of these networks onto the versus plane, note that
while computing their values is trivial, evaluating their net-
work performance requires further specifications. In
particular, for each of our five networks, we impose the same
router technological constraint on the non-edge routers, and for
simplicity, we use a fictitious router based on the Cisco 12410
GSR model,5 but modified so that the maximum number of ports
it can handle coincides with the maximum degree generated
above. As a result, each of the networks has the same number of
non-edge nodes and links, as well as the same degree distribu-
tion among non-edge nodes, and collectively, these observations
guarantee the same total “cost” (measured in routers) for each
network.
A striking contrast is observed by simultaneously plotting
network performance versus network likelihood for all five
models in Fig. 4. The HOT networks have high performance and
4The degree sequences of these networks match exactly in the tail but differ
slightly in the degree-one and degree-two nodes as a result of different genera-
tion mechanisms. These minor differences do not affect the comparison.
5The Cisco 12410 GSR is similar to the 12416 except that it has only nine
available PIC slots instead of 15.
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Fig. 3. Five networks having the same node degree distribution: identical from a degree-based perspective, but opposites in terms of engineering performance.
Fig. 4. Performance versus Likelihood for each network in Fig. 3. Additional
points are other networks having the same node degree sequence obtained by
pairwise random rewiring of links (see [26] and [27] for details).
low likelihood while the degree-based PA and GRG networks
have high likelihood but low performance. The main reason
for the degree-based models to have such poor performance
is exactly the presence of the highly connected “hubs” that
create low-bandwidth bottlenecks. The HOT models’ mesh-like
cores, like the real Internet, aggregate traffic and disperse it
across multiple high-bandwidth routers. The interpretation of
this picture is that a careful design process explicitly incorpo-
rating technological constraints can yield high-performance
topologies, but these are extremely rare from a probabilistic
graph point of view. In contrast, equivalent power-law degree
distribution networks constructed by generic degree-based
probabilistic constructions result in more likely, but poorly-per-
forming topologies. Consistent with this, the “most likely”
network (included in Fig. 4) has also sub-par performance. This
picture is further enhanced when considering the two auxiliary
performance measures mentioned earlier, namely the distribu-
tion of end user bandwidths and router utilization. As detailed
in [26], the heuristically optimal networks [Fig. 3(d) and (e)]
achieve high utilization in their core routers and support a wide
range of end-user bandwidth requirements. In contrast, the
degree-based networks [Fig. 3(b) and (c)] saturate only their
“hub” nodes and leave all other routers severely underutilized,
thus providing uniformly low bandwidth and poor performance
to their end-users.
IV. EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
As evidence that technological and economic forces de-
scribed above are relevant to the real Internet, we consider in
detail the router-level topology of several ISP networks. While
no single data set is conclusive, we argue that the consistency
across networks provides collective evidence that these forces
are real and provide a reasonable starting point for topology
generation models.
A. Exact and Publicly Available Data: Abilene and CENIC
While commercial ISPs tend to consider network topology
information proprietary and a source of competitive advantage,
public networks supporting higher education are less sensitive
to such pressures and often willing to provide exact informa-
tion about their design, configuration, and operation. Here, we
consider educational backbone networks at the national and re-
gional level.
The Abilene Network [1] is the national Internet backbone for
higher education. It is comprised of high-speed connections be-
tween core routers located in 11 U.S. cities and carries approx-
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Fig. 5. CENIC and Abilene networks. Each node represents a router, and each link represents a physical connection. Left: The CENIC backbone is comprised
of two backbone networks in parallel—a high performance (HPR) network supporting the University of California system and other universities, and the digital
California (DC) network supporting K-12 educational initiatives and local governments. Connectivity within each POP is provided by Layer-2 technologies, and
connectivity to the network edge is not shown. Right: The Abilene network is a sparsely connected mesh. End user networks are represented in white, while peer
networks (other backbones and exchange points) are represented in gray. For both networks, each router has only a few high bandwidth connections, but each
physical connection can support many virtual connections that give the appearance of greater connectivity to higher levels of the Internet protocol stack.
imately 1% of all traffic in North America. Fig. 5 depicts the
exact physical connectivity of Abilene (as obtained from router
configuration files). Abilene maintains peering connections with
other higher educational networks (domestic and international)
but does not connect directly to the commercial Internet.
Focusing on a regional network, we consider California,
where the Corporation for Education Network Initiatives in
California (CENIC) acts as ISP for the state’s colleges and
universities [15]. Its backbone is similarly comprised of a
sparse mesh of routers connected by high-speed links (Fig. 5).
Here, routing policies, redundant physical links, and the use
of virtual private networks support robust delivery of traffic
to edge campus networks. We argue that similar observations
about network structure are found when examining (where
available) topology information of global, national, or regional
commercial ISPs.
These two networks provide evidence that the heuristic de-
sign presented in Section III-A shares similar qualitative fea-
tures with the real Internet, namely the presence of a relatively
sparse backbone with high connectivity at the periphery for ag-
gregation purposes. However, this topology information also
provides an opportunity to examine the extent to which router
technology constraints are in effect for each network. That is,
by aggregating the number and capacity of the line cards in-
stalled on each router, we obtain the total bandwidth and degree
for each machine, which we can then locate within the feasible
region for each router model. Fig. 6 shows this router configu-
ration information for both Abilene and CENIC. One common
feature of these relatively new networks is that only a subset of
Fig. 6. Configuration of Abilene routers (as of August 2004) and CENIC
routers (as of January 2004). Abilene is comprised of Juniper T640 routers,
which are another type of core router similar to the Cisco GSR series. CENIC
is comprised of Cisco 12410, 12008, and 7500 series routers. Note that in the
time since the Cisco catalog [41] was published, the introduction of a new line
card (supporting 10 1 GE interfaces) has shifted the feasible region for Cisco
GSR routers. Thus, the Cisco 12410 GSR (which has nine available slots) can
therefore achieve a maximum of 90 Gb/s with either nine 10 GE line cards or
nine 10  1GE line cards.
available slots or ports on routers is currently populated. By al-
lowing for significant future growth in capacity, the core routers
in these networks are currently configured to be far away from
the efficient frontier.
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Fig. 7. Configuration of a Tier-1 commerical ISP as of 2003. Routers are
grouped into three different types: high-speed access routers, low-speed access
routers, and core routers. For each group, we show the convex hull surrounding
the points corresponding to the bandwidth-degree configuration for each router.
Also shown is the feasible configuration region for a typical core router (i.e., the
Cisco 12416 GSR) and a typical access router (i.e., the Cisco 7600).
B. Exact but Proprietary Data: A Tier-1 ISP
One of the overriding concerns of commerical ISPs in sharing
topology data is that it will reveal information about its cus-
tomers, thereby putting them at risk to competition. However,
in cases where topology information is sufficiently anonymized
and aggregated, we have found ISPs more willing to share and
publish connectivity data. Here, we present aggregate router
configuation information for AS 7018 (AT&T), as it existed
during the second half of 2003. This Tier-1 ISP has hundreds
of routers across the U.S. and Fig. 7 shows aggregate router
configuration data for “core” and “access” routers. Here, “core
routers” can be understood as those that provide long-haul con-
nectivity between individual points of presence (POPs) for the
ISP. Conversely, “access routers” can be understood as those
that provide aggregation connectivity between the ISP and its
customers within a POP. For this ISP, access routers are further
categorized according to whether they facilitate high-speed or
low-speed connections.
Fig. 7 depicts the convex hull containing the bandwidth-de-
gree configuration for the routers of each type. This aggregated
information obscures individual router configurations as well as
the total number of routers in each group, but it provides useful
information nonetheless. First, the maximum number of con-
nections to a core router is 68, while the maximum number of
connections to a low-speed access router is 313. The maximum
number of connections to a high-speed access router is less than
that for both low-speed and core routers. Also, the relative po-
sition of these convex hulls reinforces the notion that routers
are specialized according to their role (again, Fig. 2). The core
routers in this AS tend to have higher overall capacity than ac-
cess routers, and they also tend to have fewer connections than
many low-speed access routers. The high-speed access routers
tend to have higher overall capacity but fewer connections than
low-speed access routers. Also shown in Fig. 7 is the feasible re-
gion for representative core and access routers.6 While certainly
not all of the routers deployed in this AS were of these specific
router models, it is likely that some of them were. Nonetheless,
a striking feature of Fig. 7 is the way in which the core routers
conform rather tightly to the feasible configuration regions.
C. Indirect Measurements: Rocketfuel-Derived Evidence
While measurement based approaches to inferring
router-level topology are fraught with ambiguity and sub-
ject to interpretation, recent efforts by the community have
yielded topology maps of increasing fidelity [17], [25], [35].
The Rocketfuel Project [35] has provided the most detailed and
accurate ISP-based router-level maps to date (however, see [40]
for a partial accounting of errors and ambiguities in the Rocket-
fuel data). Using BGP and other publicly available information
to design traceroute experiments targeted at individual ISPs,
Rocketfuel maps combine basic connectivity data with DNS
information and other domain-specific knowledge to generate
realistic topologies of ISP backbone and POP structure.
Our first principles approach suggests that, when using mea-
surement-based connectivity maps like Rocketfuel, one should
leverage domain-specific information whenever possible to val-
idate and augment each ISP topology, with the ultimate ob-
jective of producing an annotated graph that contains realistic
bandwidths/capacities and is consistent with engineering reality.
While some annotation is available from the Rocketfuel data it-
self (i.e., routing weights, delays, see [28]), additional insight
comes from a closer look at router configuration data.
Each physical interface on a router generally has its own IP
address and corresponding domain name service (dns) name,
which are fundamental to communication within and across
subnetworks. Often, dns naming conventions are used to embed
information for management simplicity on the part of network
operators, as evidenced by the published naming convention
for AS 1239 (Sprintlink) [37]. As in the case of AS 1239, dns
names are typically chosen to reflect the location, role, physical
interface, and business relationship associated with the router.
For example, the dns name sl-bb21-chi-1-0.sprint-
link.net refers to an interface on backbone (bb) router
number 21 in Sprintlink’s Chicago POP. Similarly, the dns
name ar13-a300s1.attga.ip.att.net for AS 7018
refers to an interface on access router (ar) number 13 in
the Atlanta PoP. Rocketfuel makes use of dns information
where available to help determine the geographic location of
individual routers. However, there is additional information
contained in these dns names that is relevant to our discussion.
For example, we believe that the -1-0 portion of the above
dns name for AS 1239 and -a300s1 in the dns name for AS
7018 contain information about the physical interface (i.e., slot
and port number) on the router itself. Thus, for ISPs that make
consistent use of dns naming conventions, one obtains insight
into the underlying structure of individual POPs and the overall
engineering design of the ISP network.
One additional piece of information available from these
naming conventions is the dns prefix associated with the role of
6While the technology represented in the 2002 catalog [41] is now outdated,
we argue that the product deployment lifecycle for routers makes it reasonable
to believe that the production network of our ISP in 2003 is adequately reflected
using this older technology.
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TABLE I
(LEFT) ASSUMED MAPPING BETWEEN THE DNS
PREFIX AND ROUTER ROLE FOR TWO TIER-1 ISPS
(RIGHT) ASSUMED LINK SPEEDS (IN Mb/s) FOR
ANNOTATING ROCKETFUEL DATA
a router, which in the two cases above is bb21 (for AS 1239)
and ar13 for (AS 7018). Recall that we previously defined two
different roles for a router within an ISP, namely a core router
and an access router. We now expand that taxonomy slightly
to include customer routers (representing the connection with
a customer subnetwork) and other routers (e.g., data servers).
While each ISP may use its own set of dns prefixes, they can
most always be mapped to these four roles. In what follows, we
use the mapping in Table I to associate dns prefix and router
role.
Extracting the role of a router is important for two reasons.
First, by recognizing that different types of hardware are typ-
ically used in different roles (as described in Section III-A-1),
knowing the role of a router provides a rough guide for how to
annotate the router with capacity and link speed information.
Before explaining this in more detail, we note that a second use
of dns prefix information provides indirect validation of the way
in which raw traceroute data is incorporated into topology maps.
Specifically, one challenge for interpreting traceroute data is to
decide which IP addresses (and corresponding dns names) refer
to the same router, a process known as alias resolution [34].
One of the contributing factors to the high fidelity of the Rock-
etfuel maps was an improvement in the way that alias resolution
was performed [35]. Nonetheless, making sense of traceroute
data to obtain connectivity information within a large POP is
a nontrivial task, and here again knowledge about router con-
figuration is useful. Assuming that the dns prefix (e.g., bb21,
ar13) provides a unique identifier for routers within the same
POP, we found many instances where alias resolution in Rock-
etfuel resulted in seemingly duplicate nodes.7 More importantly,
designating router by role provides insight into the connectivity
structure within the ISP, as evidenced by Table II.
While consistent with our understanding of the feasible
configuration of individual routers as well as the reasonable
design of a POP, these results are not conclusive and should be
viewed with skepticism for several reasons. First, dns responses
can be unreliable and are not guaranteed to be correct. Indeed,
many of the nodes in the Rocketfuel data set identified as
backbone routers did not have dns information at all, so this
procedure could not be applied. Second, the ability to leverage
dns information in this manner depends entirely on the pres-
ence and interpretation of rational naming conventions. Early
attempts to apply this procedure to other Rocketfuel data sets
7For AS 1239, our approach suggests that 215 of 673 (32%) are duplicates,
while for AS 7018 the number of duplicates is 156 out of 640 (24%). These
duplicates were found exclusively within the largest POPs, again where alias
resolution is the most difficult.
TABLE II
ROCKETFUEL-DERIVED DATA SUMMARIZING CONNECTIVITY AND
NUMBER OF NODES FOR AS 7018 (TOP) AND AS 1239 (BOTTOM)
have met with mixed success. While some networks such as AS
3967 (Exodus) followed conventions that could be leveraged,
others such as AS 1755 (Ebone) and AS 6461 (AboveNet) did
not. At the same time, AS 1221 (Telstra) includes link speed
information in some of its dns naming (e.g., gigabiteth-
ernet1-1.fli2.adelaide.telstra.net), and the
extent to which this information can be used to improve the
fidelity of existing router-level maps remains an open question.
While a detailed discussion of the implications of our first
principles approach to router-level mapping techniques is be-
yond the scope of this paper, we consider one simple experi-
ment that provides additional indirect evidence for our story of
heuristically optimal ISP design and also indicates one potential
direction for the annotation of connectivity-only maps. Starting
with Rocketfuel connectivity maps, we use information about
the role of individual routers to assist in the annotation of link
bandwidths (and router capacities). Specifically, we assume that
links between backbone routers are used for long-haul aggre-
gated traffic between POPs and access routers are used primarily
for customer traffic aggregation, and we annotate bandwidth ac-
cording to the link speeds defined by Table I.
While direct validation of the assumed link bandwidths is
difficult, the resulting bandwidth-degree combinations for each
router provide an initial check for qualitative consistency be-
tween the annotated network maps and what is known about
Tier-1 ISPs. Fig. 8(a) presents the inferred bandwidth-degree
combinations for routers in AS 7018, differentiated by router
type. We again superimpose the feasible configuration regions
for typical core and access routers, and we note that the resulting
picture is qualitatively similar to what we observe in Fig. 7. The
core routers tend to have higher overall bandwidth, which is not
surprising, but what is striking is that none of the bandwidth-de-
gree combinations for backbone routers fall outside the cor-
responding feasible configuration. Similar information for AS
1239 is presented in Fig. 8(b), and a qualitatively similar picture
can be found there as well. However, we make two cautionary
remarks regarding the interpretation of these figures. First, the
similarity between Figs. 7 and 8(a) does not necessarily mean
that the routers in AS 7018 are configured as represented in
Fig. 8(a). Second, Fig. 8(b) does not necessarily reflect what is
really in AS 1239. Rather, the point here is that even a heuristic
process informed by a detailed understanding of router role and
technology constraints can go a long way toward generating re-
alistic annotated router-level maps. While not conclusive, what
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Fig. 8. Rocketfuel-derived router configurations based on assumed link
annotations: (a) AS 7018; (b) AS 1239.
is remarkable about these results is that the simple assumptions
for (fixed) link bandwidths in Table I result in bandwidth-degree
combinations that are not inconsistent with our understanding of
heuristically optimal network design.
While the general problem of reverse-engineering
router-level topologies [36] remains an open problem (see
Section V-C), this heuristic procedure inspired by our first-prin-
ciples approach provides a reasonable “strawman” from which
additional information may be leveraged to generate even
higher fidelity maps. For example, one could include higher
granularity in link speeds by incorporating typical packet over
SONET (POS) speeds: DS1 (1.544 Mb/s), DS3 (45 Mb/s),
OC3 (155 Mb/s), OC12 (622 Mb/s), and OC48 (2.5 Gb/s).
Adding a mixture of such speeds can be exptected to result in
bandwidth-degree combinations that are more dispersed within
the feasible configuration region. Similarly, the incorporation
of links at 10 Gb/s (and higher) will result in core routers con-
figured much closer to the efficient frontier. In addition, adding
equipment prices such as those found in [41] would provide an
approximate means for calculating network infrastructure cost.
V. INSIGHTS AND IMPLICATIONS
In addition to providing an understanding of key factors
driving network design, the first-principles approach offers sev-
eral implications for the explanation, validation, and ongoing
investigation of network structure.
A. On the Origin of High Variability in Node Degrees
One of the more striking statistical features in measured or
inferred models of the Internet is the commonly observed high
variability in network connectivity (i.e., node degrees). The first
principles approach provides new insight into the causes or ori-
gins behind this seemingly ubiquitous network characteristic.
As argued previously, the technological and economic forces
shaping the buildout of router-level topologies by ISPs suggest
that high variability in connectivity, if present, only makes sense
at the network edge. The need for high-performance in network
throughput precludes the possibility of high connectivity in the
network core, while the presence of high variability in terms
of end-user connection speeds and population density [4] sug-
gest that this is the source of empirically observed variability
or power laws. This notion is further supported by a realiza-
tion that the same core network design can support many dif-
ferent end-user bandwidth distributions and that by and large,
the variability in end-user bandwidth demands determines the
variability of the node degrees in the resulting network (see [26,
Fig. 9] for details). At the same time, it is worth noting that there
exists considerable evidence suggesting that claims of power
laws in the router-level Internet may be the result of misinter-
pretation of available measurements and/or their naive and inap-
propriate statistical analysis (see [27] for a detailed discussion).
B. Demystifying the Achilles’ Heel Claim for the Internet
A topic of increasing importance to complex network re-
searchers across disciplines has been the extent to which the
connectivity structure of a network is responsible for its ro-
bustness to random failures or fragility to targeted attacks. In
particular, following the work of Albert et al. [3], the liter-
ature on “scale-free networks” has advocated the claim that
the presence of high-connectivity nodes in the core of the
network is a hallmark of networks having power laws in the
distribution of node degree, and furthermore that attacks on
them can destroy network connectivity as a whole. The basic
argument underlying this claim is that while typical nodes in
a scale-free network have small degree and hence contribute
little or nothing to overall network connectivity, the presence
of hubs is critical in that their removal literally fragments the
network. In the context of the Internet, this discovery has been
touted “the Achilles’ heel of the Internet” [3], a vulnerability
that has presumably been overlooked by networking engineers.
If true, this finding would certainly be startling and profound,
as it directly contradicts the Internet’s legendary and most
clearly understood robustness property, namely its ability, in
the presence of router or link failures, to “see damage and work
around it” [16].
While a comprehensive study of large-scale network ro-
bustness is well beyond the scope of this article, an initial
account of the “robust yet fragile” nature of the Internet’s
actual router-level topology is provided in [19], where we use
a scale-free model like the one in Fig. 3(b) and a HOT model
like the one in Fig. 3(d) to compare network performance in
the presence of successive router loss. For each network, we
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target the worst-case node that has not yet been deleted, and
after each router loss we compute the amount of original traffic
(as measured by our previously defined notion of performance)
that can still be served by the remaining network, possibly
after some re-routing, but with routers that remain constrained
to their original feasible region. Consistent with the claims in
[3] (and further illustrated in [19, Fig. (3c)]), the scale-free
network is indeed fragile to the deletion of worst-case nodes
(here, worse-case means highest-degree); after removing the
hubs, the performance drops by more than one order of mag-
nitude. In contrast, the HOT network is not only more robust
to worst-case deletions (here, worst-case are low-connectivity
core nodes), but also shows high tolerance to deleting other
nodes, particularly high-degree edge routers. In fact, because
the scale-free network has such poor nominal performance to
start with, it is worse intact than the HOT network after the
latter has sustained substantial damage.
This example illustrates two appealing features of the pro-
posed first-principles approach. First, our detailed study of the
technological and economic forces shaping the router-level
topology of a single ISP provides convincing evidence that in
today’s Internet, the existence of highly connected routers in the
core of the network is a myth. Size issues not notwithstanding,
the real Internet is nothing like Fig. 3(b), but is qualitatively
more like the network shown in Fig. 3(d): it cannot possibly
have a hub-like core, and the highly connected nodes, if they
exist, must be situated at the periphery of the network. Second,
when trying to answer the question “What really matters when
it comes to the ability of the Internet to perform in the presence
of router or link losses?” we note that modeling router-level
robustness requires at a minimum adding some link redundancy
(e.g., multi-homing) and incorporating a simple abstraction of
IP routing that accounts for the feedback mechanisms that react
to the loss or failure of a network component. In particular,
our approach makes it clear why the type of connectivity-only
perspective pursued in [3] (i.e., one that completely ignores
the existence of routing protocols sitting on top of the raw
router-level connectivity) is bound to provide an overly sim-
plistic and even misleading view of network robustness. Indeed,
it is well-known that the Internet’s actual fragilities are not to
physical attacks on routers or links, but to perturbations that
were not part of the Internet’s original design objectives [16],
particularly misbehaving components or hijacked services.
C. Reverse-Engineering the Internet
Reverse-engineering the Internet typically refers to the
process of learning about its design (i.e., how the different net-
work components are assembled and configured) by studying
its implementation. Spring et al. [36] describe it as a community
effort that produces annotated maps of the Internet, complete
with features such as client population, traffic patterns and
workloads; network ownership, capacity, connectivity, geog-
raphy and routing policies; patterns of packet loss, congestion,
bottlenecks, failure, growth; etc. The argument in [36] is that
reverse-engineering the Internet is feasible based on: 1) con-
tinuing improvements in measurement techniques; 2) ongoing
refinements of methods to infer network-internal details from
external measurements; and 3) a more focused accounting of
the resources required to complete the process. However, much
of the ongoing efforts in this area remain heuristic/empirical in
nature, reflect a piecemeal effort with little quality control, and
lack by and large a coherent framework for a realistic cost-ben-
efit assessment of a given measurement effort (as considered for
example in [6]). Given the essentially unlimited opportunities
for Internet measurements, questions like What to measure?,
Which measurements are more important/informative than
others?, and How to infer network-internal features that cannot
be measured directly from what sort of external measurements?
are left either unanswered or to the experimentalist.
Here we argue that our proposed first-principles approach
provides a prototype framework for a systematic and informed
effort to reverse-engineer the Internet that complements present
efforts and assists the experimentalists in answering some of
the above questions. Starting with the connectivity-only graphs
provided by projects such as Rocketfuel, we contend that
network annotations such as link bandwidth and router capacity
should be consistent, both internally and with the technological
and economic considerations at work in router-level network
design. The type of annotations considered in Section IV-C
represents an initial attempt to do exactly this, and trying to
re-produce the original input that led to summary plots like
Fig. 7 represents a concrete example of such an informed
reverse-engineering effort. However, additional measurements
on the part of empiricists would significantly help to reduce the
uncertainty inherent in such annotated maps. For example, is it
conceivable to design measurement experiments for the purpose
of inferring the model/make of a given router from external
measurements? Similarly, is it feasible to perform large-scale
active measurement studies intended to infer link speeds on an
ISP-wide level? Also, to what extent can additional information
(e.g., metropolitan populations, population densities, market
prices for network services, ISP market share, ISP revenues)
be leveraged to generate more accurate annotated router-level
maps?
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have shown that a first-principles approach to modeling
Internet connectivity at the router-level provides direct and im-
mediate insight into current approaches based on topology gen-
eration and measurement-based reverse engineering to under-
stand the large-scale structure of the Internet as a whole. Con-
nectivity data from real ISP networks provides empirical evi-
dence that these constraints are consistent with engineering re-
ality, and it also supports our explanation for the origin of high
variability in measured or inferred router-level maps. Perhaps
more importantly, this approach easily accommodates the in-
corporation of additional objectives of network design, such as
network robustness to router failures as discussed here. It is also
ideally suited for investigating the sensitivity of network design
to deviations from the assumed gravity traffic demand model
(e.g., a trend toward more localized traffic demands), to revolu-
tionary advances in router technologies (e.g., all-optical Terabit
routers), or to radical changes affecting the economics of net-
work design (e.g., the large-scale deployment of ultralong-haul
(ULH) fiber links). In particular, studying a possible evolution
from today’s networks to future design scenarios (e.g., see the
discussion in [48]) and understanding the main drivers behind
such a transition loom as intriguing open problems.
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Although the emphasis in this paper has been on a reasonably
good design of the physical network connectivity at the level of a
single ISP, we recognize that the broader Internet is a collection
of thousands of ASes that interconnect at select locations. While
the important issue of understanding how the large-scale struc-
ture of the Internet relates to the heuristically optimal network
design of single ISPs is not addressed in this paper, we spec-
ulate that similar technology constraints and economic drivers
will exist at peering points between ISPs, but that the complexity
of routing management may emerge as an additional considera-
tion. As a result, we fully expect border routers again to have a
few relatively high bandwidth physical connections supporting
large amounts of aggregated traffic. In turn, high physical con-
nectivity at the router level is again expected to be confined to
the network edge.
With a detailed annotated map of global Internet connectivity
at the physical level (Layer 2) now within reach, there are nat-
ural ways of coarse-graining such a map to obtain less detailed,
yet physically or logically meaningful representations of the In-
ternet’s topology. For example, one natural coarsification of the
physical connectivity could represent Internet connectivity at
the IP layer (Layer 3) as seen by traceroute. Coarsifying yet
further could result in a POP-level view of Internet connec-
tivity. Finally, coarse-graining even further by collapsing all
POPs within an AS, combined with an adequate accounting
and annotation of all physical links, would result in annotated
AS-level maps that include such details as network ownership,
capacity, POP-level connectivity and geography, routing poli-
cies, etc. While inferred connectivity-only AS-maps of the In-
ternet and their properties have been studied extensively in the
recent past, with the exception of work by Chang et al. [12],
there have been no attempts at relating them to or explaining
some of their particularly striking features in terms of POP-
level, IP-level, let alone physical layer Internet connectivity.
However, the picture that has emerged of the large-scale statis-
tical properties of a number of different inferred AS maps and
that is based on the combined efforts of the networking com-
munity [17], [22], [25], [33], [35], [38] strongly suggests that
Internet connectivity at the various levels are shaped by very
different forces and factors. While these level-specific connec-
tivity maps may appear deceivingly similar when viewed from
the perspective of certain large-scale statistical properties (i.e.,
node degree distribution), their structures are often completely
different, especially of those at the two opposite ends of the
multi-scale spectrum, i.e., the physical-level and AS-level maps.
A more detailed understanding of the different forces at work in
shaping the different topologies at the different levels or scales
remains an open problem. Also, the possibility to exploit this
networking-specific, multi-scale view of Internet topology that
reflects key aspects of the Internet’s architecture for the purpose
of network visualization looms as a promising open research
problem, especially when trying to combine it with estimating
or inferring the different traffic matrices associated with the dif-
ferent “scales” and studying their multi-scale properties (e.g.,
see [10]).
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